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Chancellor asks for approval of future demonstrations
By MATT SWINEHART
Editor in Chief
LU Chancellor Dr. Jerry Falwell pleaded with students in a conversation on Wed., Dec. 3 to be more selective when it comes to their participation in future rallies.

Falwell calls for greater student responsibility
By MATT SWINEHART
Editor in Chief
Chancellor asks for approval of future demonstrations
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LU Chancellor Dr. Jerry Falwell pleaded with students in conversation on Wed., Dec. 3 to be more selective when it comes to their participation in future rallies.

Vendor to plead with students in conversation on Wed., Dec. 3 to be more selective when it comes to their participation in future rallies.

Outside vendor to take over bookstore
By JASON INGRAM
News Editor
Continuing the wave of change that has swept over the campus this semester, the Liberty University bookstore will receive a makeover over the semester break.
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“Tree” debuts at TRBC

Continued from Page A1.

through the play and attempted to help solve the dilemma of the two families. The characters emphasized the importance of the Christmas season. "Now more than ever we should demonstrate God's love for us," he said.

Preparations for the program began in January of this year when Hiner began preparing the script along with his writers. Some of the inspirations for the play came from twenty century TV series "Touch of an Angel." All of the work for the technical side of the tree is done prior to the production, with a computerized program running the entire show. Dave Douglas, general manager, of the tree lighting design, said that Thursday night was the smoothest the technical work had ever gone. Audience members were taken through every aspect of the Christmas season during the second half of the program. Through arrangements of "White Christmas" and "O Holy Night," every facet of Christmas was highlighted. However, it was Christ's birth which remained the center of the program. Hiner stated that more than anything he hoped that people would take this story home with them. "Christ did come, did sacrifice, and gave everything for us," said Hiner. The elaborate nativity scene at the conclusion of the program brought the reality of Christmas closer to all of those in attendance. "The play gave meaning to salvation," said Dr. John Borek, Liberty president. "I had no idea a show this spectacular would command my expectations."

Performances of "The Living Christmas Tree" will continue through Thursday night, Dec. 15.

Bookstore to get a facelift

Continued from Page 1.

In addition to the "merchandizes" for the student body, faculty and staff, subsidizing the bookstore will generate revenue for the university by purchasing merchandise in greater quantities. Plus, Young said that the vendors able to provide a greater diversity of goods will spur student interest, therefore increasing revenue. "The other factor, as Young has emphasized the importance of recognizing lights, highlighted the fire essentially afforded the team came together to work as a community that arose from the technical work had ever gone. "What we've done is try to capitalize off of this situation," Young said. "It's remarkable that, even though the Thanksgiving holiday played a major role in the production, the traditional Christmas tree, made up of some of those students and employees, highlighted the evening. With a traditional role of 35 to 40 people along with about a width of work, the LU's Christmas tree lights danced and moved in correlation with the music. All of the work for the technical side of the tree is done prior to the production, with a computerized program running the entire show. Dave Douglas, general manager, of the tree lighting design, stated that Thursday night was the smoothest the technical work had ever gone. Audience members were taken through every aspect of the Christmas season during the second half of the program. Through arrangements of "White Christmas" and "O Holy Night," every facet of Christmas was highlighted. However, it was Christ's birth which remained the center of the program. Hiner stated that more than anything he hoped that people would take this story home with them. "Christ did come, did sacrifice, and gave everything for us," said Hiner. The elaborate nativity scene at the conclusion of the program brought the reality of Christmas closer to all of those in attendance. "The play gave meaning to salvation," said Dr. John Borek, Liberty president. "I had no idea a show this spectacular would command my expectations."

Performances of "The Living Christmas Tree" will continue through Thursday night, Dec. 15.

Fire affords upgrades to labs

Continued from Page A3.

come out of this," Young said. Included in these "good things" were new wiring and carpet and freshly painted walls, all of which were covered by Liberty's insurance policy. According to Young, the administration had planned to remove the science hall along with the proposed DeBous Hall remod­ elings. The firmly assured the university the opportunity to receive literally hundreds of thousands of dollars worth of renovations for a mere $10,000 deductible. "What we've done is try to capitalize on all of this situation," Young said. "It's remarkable that mother of actual classes missed due to the fire was "unanimous." According to Young, the willingness of outside contractors and volunteers to work over the Thanksgiving holiday played a role in the success. "I don't consider it a backside. That spirit, coupled with the availability of new equipment, lets a teaching environment," Young said. "I think the fact that we came together to work as a group," he continued. "We knew that we were not only giving back to the students but that the two decades combined were the really positive aspects of this."
Salute committee considers designs for senior class ring

By JENNIFER PELLATH
Copy Manager

the very heart of an institution—is to emphasize these factors into a single element; a school ring. The committee, chaired by Registrar Barbara Boothe, has been at work since September in order to develop a uniform ring for Liberty students and alumni. This ring will contain symbols that represent the history of Liberty University.

"We want to begin to build traditions around the ring and what the school means," commented Boothe. "(We want) to begin to build the actual design of the ring which will be revealed in the first week of March. Until then, it is up to the committee to decide what symbols (or) symbolic preliminaries, among which a cross, will be part of it to be made by January.

The price for the ring will range between $300 and $400, and will be available in either a traditional setting or a dinner ring. At the time of the presentation, a written history of the symbols on the ring will also be presented. Boothe commented that this will help to explain the significance of the chosen symbols.

"The second function of the Senior Salute Committee is to plan for a Senior Salute Week during the spring semester which will honor seniors and their graduation. "We want to say 'we appreciate you','" said Mike Stewart, Dean of Student Life and part of the committee.

Although the week is still in the planning stages, events include the possibility of a special dress day, senior skip day, a formal chapel for seniors, a trip to Montana or a mini-block party. "We are still in the baby stages," said Boothe. Stewart commented that he would appreciate receiving any input from seniors. "We want to see what it would be from a senior's perspective," said Stewart.

Seniors who have any ideas or suggestions for the committee can contact Dean Stewart at extension 217.

Regardless of what the week will entail, Boothe assured that the university wants the Senior Salute Week and the ring to become part of the already rich tradition that Liberty possesses.
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VP Bailey introduces hotline for student complaints, concerns
By CREIG RAIKES
Chiefs editor

Liberty students now have another option to express their concerns to the Student Government Association. SGA Executive Vice President Daniel Bailey has established the "Veepline," a 24-hour recorded message to take complaints or other concerns from students.

According to Jeff Coleman, executive assistant to Bailey, Bailey is paying for the Veepline out of his own pocket.

"Daniel Bailey is funding the line personally, with no money from student government or the administration," Coleman said.

"We are still in the baby stages," said Boothe. "There is record enrollment in the Senate and record attendance at the meetings," Coleman said. "This is due to the Senate becoming a more credible and professional organization."

"It's a line that would have come up eventually," Coleman said. "I would hope the Veepline would be for all hours."

"This hotline is just one step toward getting students more active and aware of student government."

"There is recent amendments to the Senate and record attendance at the meetings," Coleman said. "This is due to the Senate becoming a more credible and professional organization."

"The Veepline can be called toll free by dialing 1-888-461-7855, 24 hours a day."
Debaters to put ranking on the line in holiday tourneys

By SUZANNE McDUFFIE
Champion Reporter

When most students will be singing carols, celebrating the holidays with friends and family, the Liberty Debate team will be competing in some of their most difficult tournaments of the year.

The team is facing outstanding advantages, the team is pushing on. Freshman and No. 2 debater Rob Burns said, "I'm not satisfied. We need to push hard as a team and we need to put our best foot forward." Liberty is presently fifth in the NDT rankings, ahead of highly populated universities with as many as 25,000 students enrolled. Their ranking is very commendable in light of the fact that Liberty is a smaller school and that the team has to face the loss of vital senior debaters. However, freshmen and No. 2 debaters Rob Burns and Bill Lawrence were asked to compete in the Redlands Round Robin Tournament. Only the top 21 debate teams in the nation are asked to attend this tournament, which would give Liberty a record of 7-1-1.

Debate Director Dr. Brett O'Donnell believes that their success is very likely. He has seen tremendous improvement on the team and he was very pleased when No. 2 debater Rob Burns and Bill Lawrence was asked to compete in the Redlands Round Robin Tournament. Only the top 21 debate teams in the nation are asked to attend this tournament, which is based on an objective accumulation of points won at eight various tournaments, O'Donnell said. The results will be announced in March and the team will have to contribute "a tremendous amount of time and work," O'Donnell said. Though it is difficult for students to travel and show their support at the various tournaments, O'Donnell said, "The best way to be prepared for an interview, according to Belden, is to research the company that has offered the interview. Once you research a company, you can call and ask for information about the company. Another way to research would be to talk to people who work for the company to find out what working conditions at the company are like and to get an overall feel for employing the company. According to Belden, although the interview will be the determining factor in whether or not the interviewee obtains the job, a portfolio will also carry some weight. Belden said that in a portfolio, only three to five working samples should be included. "You may have 20 or 30 work samples, but choose only three to five that are correct for the position you are applying for," Belden said. O'Donnell said the portfolio must be neatly packaged. In order to customize a portfolio, Belden said that a reflection statement sheet should be included with background information. The reflection should include a brief description of the elements and the context which it was created for. It should include the element and the context which it was created for, reflection statement sheet should be included with bulleted information. The information should include a brief description of the element and the context which it was created for, the information should include a brief description of the element and the context which it was created for, the information should include a brief description of the element and the context which it was created for, the information should include a brief description of the element and the context which it was created for. Once the work samples are chosen, Belden said the portfolio must be superbly packaged. In order to customize a portfolio, Belden said that a reflection statement sheet should be included with background information. The reflection should include a brief description of the elements and the context which it was created for. It should include the element and the context which it was created for, the information should include a brief description of the element and the context which it was created for, the information should include a brief description of the element and the context which it was created for, the information should include a brief description of the element and the context which it was created for. The best way to be prepared for an interview, according to Belden, is to research the company that has offered the interview. Once you research a company, you can call and ask for information about the company. Another way to research would be to talk to people who work for the company to find out what working conditions at the company are like and to get an overall feel for employing the company.
Moving Day

THE MORE THINGS CHANGE ... -Liberty Bookstore Manager Dennis Ratliff takes
For more on the changes coming to the store, please see OUTSIDE on Page A1.

Falwell asks students to show caution in future demonstrations

"Our graduates have come to see saying 'Pastor, we've had a great degree here, and it's just amazing.'"

Referring to Thomas Road Baptist Church, Falwell said that "we get thrown out of one high school, and we're holding our breath that we don't get thrown out of any more."

In his address, Falwell stressed how "the students who stood up for E.C. Glass went to E.C. Glass and had a trial. But the students who went to E.C. Glass won with noble motives," Falwell said. "I believe the overwhelming majority who went there had no intention of breaking the law — although you did by not getting a permit — or hurting the reputation of Liberty University."

Falwell said that E.C. Glass officials did not overreact to the situation. If the tables were turned, he said, "our response would have been at least as harsh as theirs." The LU administration was outraged all over by the protest as well.

Despite the damage and public relations challenges the rally has brought to the university, Falwell said he is not "mad" at anyone.

"We have the greatest student body in the world — bar none," he said. "I make mistakes; you make mistakes. We made a mistake."

"I ask you, from now on, that all demonstrations must be approved by the administration," Falwell said.

Liberty University wrote a check to the city, reimbursing it for the overtime hours worked by the police officers at the rally. The LU administration was outraged all over by the protest as well. The rally has brought to the university, Falwell said he is not "mad" at anyone.
Blessings, Scout
The power to build bridges between Christians and those who have heard their secular music, enabling Jars of Clay to share Christ with their non-Christian friends, said Odmark. Jars have also heard many testimonies from those who have been saved from hearing about Jesus at a bar or nightclub.

"We see ourselves as called to a ministry of bridge-building," Odmark said. "Our focus is not a relationship with Christ and the lost. "This all-surpassing power is from God," said Odmark. "What power? The power to build bridges between Christ and the lost. "We see ourselves as called to a ministry of bridge-building," Odmark said. "Our focus is not a relationship with Christ and the lost. "This all-surpassing power is from God" ... Jars of Clay have received many testimonies from those who have heard their secular music, enabling Jars to share Christ with their non-Christian friends," said Odmark. Jars have also heard many testimonies from those who have been saved from hearing about Jesus at a bar or nightclub.

"We have been rewarded for our obedience," said Odmark, "called us to be," and "happily we have this treasure in Jars of Clay to show that this all-surpassing power is from God" ... Jars of Clay have received many testimonies from those who have heard their secular music, enabling Jars to share Christ with their non-Christian friends," said Odmark. Jars have also heard many testimonies from those who have been saved from hearing about Jesus at a bar or nightclub.

"We have been rewarded for our obedience," said Odmark, "called us to be," and "happily we have this treasure in Jars of Clay to show that this all-surpassing power is from God" ... Jars of Clay have received many testimonies from those who have heard their secular music, enabling Jars to share Christ with their non-Christian friends," said Odmark. Jars have also heard many testimonies from those who have been saved from hearing about Jesus at a bar or nightclub.

"We have been rewarded for our obedience," said Odmark, "called us to be," and "happily we have this treasure in Jars of Clay to show that this all-surpassing power is from God" ... Jars of Clay have received many testimonies from those who have heard their secular music, enabling Jars to share Christ with their non-Christian friends," said Odmark. Jars have also heard many testimonies from those who have been saved from hearing about Jesus at a bar or nightclub.

"We have been rewarded for our obedience," said Odmark, "called us to be," and "happily we have this treasure in Jars of Clay to show that this all-surpassing power is from God" ... Jars of Clay have received many testimonies from those who have heard their secular music, enabling Jars to share Christ with their non-Christian friends," said Odmark. Jars have also heard many testimonies from those who have been saved from hearing about Jesus at a bar or nightclub.
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"We have been rewarded for our obedience," said Odmark, "called us to be," and "happily we have this treasure in Jars of Clay to show that this all-surpassing power is from God" ... Jars of Clay have received many testimonies from those who have heard their secular music, enabling Jars to share Christ with their non-Christian friends," said Odmark. Jars have also heard many testimonies from those who have been saved from hearing about Jesus at a bar or nightclub.

"We have been rewarded for our obedience," said Odmark, "called us to be," and "happily we have this treasure in Jars of Clay to show that this all-surpassing power is from God" ... Jars of Clay have received many testimonies from those who have heard their secular music, enabling Jars to share Christ with their non-Christian friends," said Odmark. Jars have also heard many testimonies from those who have been saved from hearing about Jesus at a bar or nightclub.

"We have been rewarded for our obedience," said Odmark, "called us to be," and "happily we have this treasure in Jars of Clay to show that this all-surpassing power is from God" ... Jars of Clay have received many testimonies from those who have heard their secular music, enabling Jars to share Christ with their non-Christian friends," said Odmark. Jars have also heard many testimonies from those who have been saved from hearing about Jesus at a bar or nightclub.

"We have been rewarded for our obedience," said Odmark, "called us to be," and "happily we have this treasure in Jars of Clay to show that this all-surpassing power is from God" ... Jars of Clay have received many testimonies from those who have heard their secular music, enabling Jars to share Christ with their non-Christian friends," said Odmark. Jars have also heard many testimonies from those who have been saved from hearing about Jesus at a bar or nightclub.
TOMMY & TOMMY GIRL
Tommy Hilfiger men's and women's fragrances...the ultimate in style.
Women's 18.00-47.00, Men's 12.00-42.00.
Hockey blanks
WM 13-0
— Page B5

W-hoopsters go 6-0
Bench nets 40 in 56 pt. wallop of Va. Intermont

By LAUREN KELLER
Sports Editor

The Lady Flames wrapped up the opening round of the Big East play last week with a 5-0 run to take their total to 9-3 for the season.

The Flames are currently in fifth place in the conference standings, just behind Duquesne University (8-2), whom they defeated 89-46 in the final game of the series.

After a tough 79-75 loss to Fordham University on Jan. 11, the Lady Flames bounced back with a dominant 90-49 victory over Xavier University on Jan. 13.

The team continued their winning streak with a 79-59 defeat of St. Francis University on Jan. 15.

In their final game of the week, the Lady Flames secured a 81-66 victory over Duquesne University.

The Lady Flames are currently 9-3 in conference play and 16-1 overall.

The team is averaging 78.5 points per game and allowing 67.5 points per game.

The Lady Flames will take on their next opponent, the University of Dayton, on Jan. 21 in a crucial showdown.

The team is currently in the thick of a hard-fought conference battle, with Duquesne University sitting just ahead of them in the standings.

The Lady Flames will need to continue their strong form to keep up with the top teams and achieve their goal of securing a spot in the NCAA Tournament.

The Lady Flames are currently 16-1 overall and 9-3 in conference play.

The team is averaging 78.5 points per game and allowing 67.5 points per game.

The Lady Flames will take on their next opponent, the University of Dayton, on Jan. 21 in a crucial showdown.

The team is currently in the thick of a hard-fought conference battle, with Duquesne University sitting just ahead of them in the standings.

The Lady Flames will need to continue their strong form to keep up with the top teams and achieve their goal of securing a spot in the NCAA Tournament.
Winning their final two games.
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146 yards for touchdowns, including the game winner. Bruce Faulk ran for a season-high 123 yards and a touchdown on 23 carries.

Danny Amendola went 26 for 155 yards and five first downs. Kansas City can claim home field advantage throughout the playoffs by winning their final two games.
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San Francisco 49ers(12-3)

Steve Young threw for two touchdowns and rushed for another as the 49ers handed the Vikings their fourth straight loss.

Faulk ran for a season-high 123 yards and a touchdown on 23 carries.

Kordell Stewart threw three interceptions in the first half.

Jermaine Lewis returned two kickoffs for touchdowns.
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For the second week in a row, mobile running back Denver. Hammond returned a 96-yard kickoff return for touchdowns at the start of the second half.
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146 yards and two touchdowns including the game winner. New Orleans moved into third place in the NFC south with a 10-0 or more winning record.

Jeff Hostetler, in his first start of the season, was 18 for 34 for 226 yards and three touchdowns. Hostetler replaced Gus Frerotte who was out with an injured hip.

Danny Amendola went 26 for 155 yards and five first downs. Kansas City can claim home field advantage throughout the playoffs by winning their final two games.
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All I want for Christmas is a Cleveland win

By DERRICK BANDY

The Champion Editorialist

As I sit back and ponder the fast-paced season, one thought comes to mind: what do I really want for Christmas. This phrase has become so popular because Cleveland teams have come oh-so close in recent years to the prized championship trophy, yet could not vault over the finishing line. As expected, Michael Jordan caught the flame of young sports fans everywhere, but I look forward, with excited anticipation, to that glorious day when my 1997 Christmas wish eventually comes true and Cleveland fans everywhere can join together as one and drink from the sweet cup of victory.

As expected, Michael Jordan caught the flame of young sports fans everywhere, but I look forward, with excited anticipation, to that glorious day when my 1997 Christmas wish eventually comes true and Cleveland fans everywhere can join together as one and drink from the sweet cup of victory.

In 1996, the Cleveland Cavaliers met the Chicago Bulls in the first round of the NBA playoffs. Cleveland was picked to go the the finals after a club record 57 regular season games. Game five, the deciding game in the series, came down to mere seconds. The beating heart of Michael Jordan caught the informal post with three seconds left, took two dribbles in the face of a double team and released the prettiest shot in the history of basketball, which is as it is known in Cleveland. The Bulls had won the World Series. This was my first real look at 'The Shot' and the Caldwell Community College and Workforce Center.

The Browns played tough and owned a seven-point lead with less than two minutes remaining in the game. As the seconds counted down, a bare-chested Elway accomplished the Impossible. He led Denver on a 15-play, 98-yard series, culminating in a field goal. Denver won the game and a trip to the Super Bowl. I was young when I started collecting cards, and now I own over 8,000 of them. Some people own a lot more than that, but I don't collect cards because they're valuable. I am a true fan and valued at $85 and rising. Money is not the reason. Collecting cards can be fun for the colletor. You may even see a LeBron James or a Stephen Curry on your Christmas list. LA's two athletes who have made an impression as a point guard, and not once a week. If we could build a playing facility, that would be awesome.

As I sit back and ponder the fast-paced season, one thought comes to mind: what do I really want for Christmas? This phrase has become so popular because Cleveland teams have come oh-so close in recent years to the prized championship trophy, yet could not vault over the finishing line. As expected, Michael Jordan caught the flame of young sports fans everywhere, but I look forward, with excited anticipation, to that glorious day when my 1997 Christmas wish eventually comes true and Cleveland fans everywhere can join together as one and drink from the sweet cup of victory.

In 1996, the Cleveland Cavaliers met the Chicago Bulls in the first round of the NBA playoffs. Cleveland was picked to go the 20 regular season games. Game five, the deciding game in the series, came down to mere seconds. The beating heart of Michael Jordan caught the informal post with three seconds left, took two dribbles in the face of a double team and released the prettiest shot in the history of basketball, which is as it is known in Cleveland. The Bulls had won the World Series. This was my first real look at 'The Shot' and the Caldwell Community College and Workforce Center.

The Browns played tough and owned a seven-point lead with less than two minutes remaining in the game. As the seconds counted down, a bare-chested Elway accomplished the Impossible. He led Denver on a 15-play, 98-yard series, culminating in a field goal. Denver won the game and a trip to the Super Bowl. I was young when I started collecting cards, and now I own over 8,000 of them. Some people own a lot more than that, but I don't collect cards because they're valuable. I am a true fan and valued at $85 and rising. Money is not the reason. Collecting cards can be fun for the colletor. You may even see a LeBron James or a Stephen Curry on your Christmas list. LA's two athletes who have made an impression as a point guard, and not once a week. If we could build a playing facility, that would be awesome.

As I sit back and ponder the fast-paced season, one thought comes to mind: what do I really want for Christmas? This phrase has become so popular because Cleveland teams have come oh-so close in recent years to the prized championship trophy, yet could not vault over the finishing line. As expected, Michael Jordan caught the flame of young sports fans everywhere, but I look forward, with excited anticipation, to that glorious day when my 1997 Christmas wish eventually comes true and Cleveland fans everywhere can join together as one and drink from the sweet cup of victory.

In 1996, the Cleveland Cavaliers met the Chicago Bulls in the first round of the NBA playoffs. Cleveland was picked to go the 20 regular season games. Game five, the deciding game in the series, came down to mere seconds. The beating heart of Michael Jordan caught the informal post with three seconds left, took two dribbles in the face of a double team and released the prettiest shot in the history of basketball, which is as it is known in Cleveland. The Bulls had won the World Series. This was my first real look at 'The Shot' and the Caldwell Community College and Workforce Center.

The Browns played tough and owned a seven-point lead with less than two minutes remaining in the game. As the seconds counted down, a bare-chested Elway accomplished the Impossible. He led Denver on a 15-play, 98-yard series, culminating in a field goal. Denver won the game and a trip to the Super Bowl. I was young when I started collecting cards, and now I own over 8,000 of them. Some people own a lot more than that, but I don't collect cards because they're valuable. I am a true fan and valued at $85 and rising. Money is not the reason. Collecting cards can be fun for the colletor. You may even see a LeBron James or a Stephen Curry on your Christmas list. LA's two athletes who have made an impression as a point guard, and not once a week. If we could build a playing facility, that would be awesome.
DeGrate, Everson earn post-season honors
The Eastern College Athletic Conference named Liberty University defensive linemen Rodney Everson and Jarrod Degrate to the 1997 ECAC University defensive lineman of the season 9-2. Jarrod Degrate made it to the 1997 ECAC University defensive lineman of the conference.

Caldwell calls it quits for personal reasons
Caldwell finished a 6-1/3-0 record during a career from which he has been forced to retire from the team.
Players receive post-season recognition

— continued from Page B1

"and flows and positives and negatives, and you just get so into the things — and obviously I didn't allow that to happen for our players in the last 25 years," Dunton said.

Norfolk St. held the lead for all but 17 seconds of the game of his career night against the Flames goalie, Cory Walyuchow performed outstandingly in goal as he recorded the shutout and a pair of second period.

"This win was just tremendously important for us," Bond Coach Mike Bernard said. "This is our first win this year in Division I, and I think it's important to make a mark like this in the ACC of Virginia."

On Nov. 26, Liberty dropped a 98-70 defeat to the "Tulane" Longhorns. Jackson led the Flames with 22 points while Day added 17. Mike Bernard said. "This is our first win this year in Division I, and I think it's important to make a mark like this in the ACC of Virginia."

"We're not going to let our record right now," Dunton said. "We're playing the toughest schedule in the history of Liberty basketball. I'll also say at a recent LUAA meeting, 'The important issue is that...we still unfinished in the Big South.'"
Science fire has been inconvenient, but ...

It has certainly been frustrating since the fire in Science Hall, trying to get homework done, finding professors to sign drop/add forms, and doing all the things we’re used to doing daily.

The daily battle of locating where class is today, the struggle of trying to find temporary faculty offices, and the frustration while the faculty while working out of cardboard boxes has not made life any easier. The timing of this, as billed projects are wrapping up, only adds to the list of it all.

In spite of the frustration, in spite of the problems, we’re going through it. The library has taken much of the work by setting up open hours a day. We have just over a week left before Christmas break as classes wind down. We’re getting there, but it sure feels like it.

In the end, Science Hall will be the better for the renovation. It’ll be finished up just in time for next semester. It’ll be practically a brand new building now.

Indeed, as Romans 8:25 says “...all things work together for good, to them that love God...”

How about a holiday new building now.

...We have just over a week left before Christmas break. It looks as if we’ll make it.

We have just over a week left before Christmas holiday. The timing of this, as final projects are wrapping up, only adds to the list of it all. We’re not sure what to expect between Thanksgiving break and the semester’s end seems to us a bit contrived.

As we enter the final two weeks of the Christmas season, we’re all disheartened by the thought of going home in two weeks and allow to enjoy the whole holiday season instead of half of it.

...We’re thankful that the damage was not severe and that God can bring good out of the biggest frustrations in our lives.

Here’s a suggestion for the reader’s consideration. The two work period between Thanksgiving break and the Christmas holiday is not only anticlimactic, but it’s a bit anticlimactic anyway. Why not spend most of January at school, and get the whole holiday season at home? It would make both semesters a lot longer, true, but we can handle it.

Merry Christmas to all!

As we enter the final two weeks of the Christmas season, we’re all distraught by the thought of going home in two weeks and allow to enjoy the whole holiday season instead of half of it.

...It’s just a thought.

Merry Christmas, and we’ll see you next semester!

Quotes of the week...

"Call unto Me and I will answer thee, and show thee great and mighty things..."— Jeremiah 33:3

"I want a man for Jill."— William Carey

"...Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty" (2 Corinthians 3:17)

A different Christmas story this time: Lest we forget

We all know Christmas is the story of baby Jesus given to the earth. Let’s tell a different Christmas story. Chinese democratic writer Wei Ying tells of her experience visiting China’s one-child policy country. The story is adapted from Focus on the Family’s December 9, 1997 newsletter.

It was Christmas Eve. Like millions of Chinese, my parents were Christian. I thought of the times we’d have to gather the family together and bring our morning’s offering of the Christ child, as we had done so long before.

That evening, just before 2 a.m., the door of our bedroom was thrown open. I was woken up by the sound of my parents’ voices. I hadn’t seen my parents for a long time. My mother was about 7 months pregnant with her second child. She had been forced in the hospital and given an abortion. But something had gone wrong.

"Every year, through the postcard and newspaper眼里, there is called according to His purpose." Let’s be thankful that the damage was not severe and that God can bring good out of the biggest frustrations in our lives.
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As we enter the final two weeks of the Christmas season, we’re all distraught by the thought of going home in two weeks and allow to enjoy the whole holiday season instead of half of it.

...It’s just a thought.
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"Call unto Me and I will answer thee, and show thee great and mighty things..."— Jeremiah 33:3

"I want a man for Jill."— William Carey

"...Where the Spirit of the Lord is, there is Liberty" (2 Corinthians 3:17)
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We all know Christmas is the story of baby Jesus given to the earth. Let’s tell a different Christmas story. Chinese democratic writer Wei Ying tells of her experience visiting China’s one-child policy country. The story is adapted from Focus on the Family’s December 9, 1997 newsletter.

It was Christmas Eve. Like millions of Chinese, my parents were Christian. I thought of the times we’d have to gather the family together and bring our morning’s offering of the Christ child, as we had done so long before.

That evening, just before 2 a.m., the door of our bedroom was thrown open. I was woken up by the sound of my parents’ voices. I hadn’t seen my parents for a long time. My mother was about 7 months pregnant with her second child. She had been forced in the hospital and given an abortion. But something had gone wrong.

"Every year, through the postcard and newspaper眼里, there is called according to His purpose." Let’s be thankful that the damage was not severe and that God can bring good out of the biggest frustrations in our lives.
Victims are not at fault in Ky. shooting

By SUZIE FULKS
Champion Editorialist

There is no excuse for what happened on Dec. 1 at Heath High School in Paducah, Ky. There are dead, they are jugged. How are we going to stop this from happening again? 14-year-old Michael Carneal said, "It was like I was in a dream, and I woke up."

No, Carneal knew exactly what he was doing. He remembered to bring his ear plugs as he shot his own classmates that fateful morning with a semi-automatic handgun. He even brought extra firearms, including two shotguns and two rifles and hundreds of rounds of ammunition.

Authorities still question whether others may have been involved.

The major news media outlets have been assiduously trying to make the case that Carneal was the butt of too many jokes. He was picked on too much. Of course he had to strike back somehow, and he reacted violently. He cannot be held responsible for his actions. Somehow they were beyond his control.

In Kentucky law, in order to receive the death penalty, a person must be at least 16 years old. McCracken County Commonwealth's Attorney Tim Kaltenbach is asking for the maximum the state will allow, life — without parole for 25 years.

Carneal has been charged as a juvenile with murder, attempted murder and burglary. He is allegedly in possession of the five firearms from a neighbor's house. He is allegedly the one who was responsible for filing fake fire alarms.

What is happening to this younger generation? Teenagers are becoming murderers and they are showing no remorse for their actions. What can be done to stop this continuing problem? From 1991 to the present there have been at least 10 incidents nationwide in high schools of kids shooting classmates or teachers.

Not long ago, kids who had to worry about being caught hanging out in the halls or chewing gum in the classrooms now have to worry about whether someone in their school has an arsenal. There needs to be accountability for such horrific actions. If a person is old enough to do the crime, then he is old enough to do the time. We cannot continue allowing such things to happen.

Carneal murdered three innocent people to exact blood, without remorse of any kind. There needs to be a message sent out that such actions will not be tolerated. And our judicial system needs to send it.

---

To the volleyball team for its efforts throughout the season and in the NCAA Tournament. Good run, girls!

To the administration for applying the same Liberty Way to athletes as to the rest of us.

To the library staff for sacrificially staying open 24 hours a day for homework purposes. Thanks!

To the students who protested at E.C. Glass (at least the ones who weren't disruptive). Just get a permit next time!

To the secretaries in the registrar's office for being so polite to students. Yes, we do appreciate it.

---

DeMoss Hall
Just Outside
Liberty Bookstore
December 11, 12, 15, & 16, 1997
9 A.M. - 4 P.M.

Bring your books to:
On December 9, join Student Life and our little helpers for a Christmas Party that will ring 'til the new year!!

- Come to the dining hall during dinner for gifts (a.k.a.-“Free Stuff”), games, giggles, and even a picture of you with the Big Guy himself! (Santa ... or Dr. Falwell? Stop by and find out!)

Christmas Party

Coffee House

Clear your calendar for Friday night, Dec. 12, for all the creatures will be stirring ... A cup of coffee that is!

Christmas Coffee House will be held in the festive setting of Schilling Center #2. Join host Matt Gallagher, and some of the best holiday acts under the tree.

Tickets go on sale Wednesday, Dec. 10, in the Reber-Thomas Dining Hall.

Tentative Spring Events

Concerts: Caedmon’s Call, Geoff Moore, Small Town Poets, Out of Eden, Audio Adrenaline, Bebo Norman, The Supertones, ?!


IMS: Spring Tennis, Women’s 6 on 6 Volleyball, Flag Football Tourney, Men’s 4 on 4 Volleyball, Coed Softball, and Indoor Soccer.

Call 582-INFO for more information

OR visit our web site at: www.liberty.edu/~studlif